
CONTINUUM INVITES YOU TO EXPERIENCE

THE PRACTICE OF
APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY

As the pandemic comes to an end in 2021 (we hope!), how can you enhance life and

work for yourself AND for your colleagues and clients? We have an answer: learn to

apply and integrate Appreciative Inquiry (AI) with Continuum’s first-ever AI training,

shared live, online.

AI has been used successfully worldwide--by Fortune 500 companies and new start-

ups, governments, non-profits, academia and as well as individuals and families. 

Using AI, we train ourselves to engage a positive bias, framing powerful inquiries and

surfacing stories of existing strengths and capacities. Studying the best in a system and

“what gives life” generates energy, participation, self-expression, and fresh, well-

grounded visions of the future. The principles and methods of AI show us the way. (Learn

more about Appreciative Inquiry)

 

Limited to just 12 participants, this foundational course, taught live via Zoom, will be

highly interactive and provide small-group access, connection and community

throughout.
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(AFTER  USE ,  PLEASE  PUT   IT  BACK

IN   ITS  PROPER  PLACE )

Dates and Times:  Tuesdays and Thursdays in February, 

10:00 a.m—1:00 pm EST  [totaling 24 hours of shared time together] 

Cost: $525   

($475 if you register by 1/12/21) PromoCode: Advance

Requirements:  Readings and videos, full attendance, short homework,

and a course project in applying AI.

An enhanced focus and refreshed approach to your life-work

Materials for using AI in multiple situations

Recordings of all sessions     

90-minute individual coaching session on AI applications 

Newly updated workbook and key resource links    

An experience of completing an AI project of your choice

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

YOUR TAKEAWAYS

REGISTER HERE

Continuum Consulting Services     practice.of.ai@continuumcs.com      www.continuumcs.com

https://continuumcs.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Appreciative-Inquiry-in-a-Broken-World-_-David-Cooperrider-_-Appreciative-Inquiry.pdf
http://bit.ly/AI_Worshop
https://bit.ly/AI_Worshop
https://continuumcs.com/
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REGISTER HERE

Introduced to Appreciative Inquiry in

the early 2000s, I began formally

facilitating four years ago.  AI more

than informs my work as a minister

and director; it has given me a set of

tools for promoting trust,

collaboration, and breakthrough in

the various organizations I work with.  

I’m certified to teach AI by the

Center for Appreciative Inquiry and

also lead AppCircles, a four-week

program supporting people in

bringing the insights of AI into their

personal lives.

I've had the good fortune to serve as

thinking partner, facilitator and

strategist for a global client base.

Appreciative Inquiry has made that

work easy and meaningful, showing

me every day the power of our frames

in the choices we make. A graduate of

the Case Western -USAID Global

Excellence in Management yearlong

program in 1997, I’ve taught

foundational and advanced AI courses

worldwide, training more than 2000

people, and innovating the seven

literacies of Appreciative Voice.

WHO HAS USED AI IN BUSINESS

SALLY BETH SHORESALLIE LEE

YOUR GUIDES

https://www.facebook.com/continuumCS
https://www.instagram.com/continuumconnexions/
http://continuumcs.com/
http://bit.ly/AI_Worshop

